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THE ISSUES

COST OF KNOWLEDGE BOYCOTT AND ITS PRECEDENTS

WHY THE CURRENT MODEL IS FAILING ACADEMICS

NEW IDEAS AND INITIATIVES



ACADEMIC SPRING

21 January 2012: Tim Gowers announces 
on his blog that he will no longer “have 
anything to do with Elsevier journals”

23 January 2012: Tyler Neylon sets up 
Cost of Knowledge website: boycott has 
grown to over 13,000 names (including 
21 from McMaster)

27 February 2012: Elsevier withdraws 
support for RWA and bill dies

mid-2012: UK, EU governments decide 
all publicly funded scientific research 
must be freely available



A LONG STRUGGLE

1990s: efforts by Rob Kirby, Donald Knuth, etc.

2000: 34,000 signature boycott led to PLoS electronic 
journals (now biggest biomedical journals in the world) 

2007: resignation of editorial boards of Topology, K-theory

Notices of the AMS, May 2007



THIS TIME IS DIFFERENT

Huge press attention (especially 
The Guardian)

Advances in technology provide 
other options

Behaviour of commercial 
publishers increasingly egregious

Governments and funding 
agencies realize they are not 
getting value for money (PubMed 
Central example)



THE CASE AGAINST ELSEVIER

Exorbitant costs (about $7000 per article, 
compared with $7 for arXiv), huge profits 
(36%), abusive negotiating tactics with 
libraries (e.g. bundling)

Claims scientists “work” for Elsevier and 
that Elsevier “owns” research published in 
their journals

Lobbies for restrictive intellectual 
property legislation (RWA, PIPA, SOPA,...)

Unfair, vague and confusing copyright
policies (e.g. “Sponsored Article”)

Unethical publishing practices...



UNETHICAL PRACTICES

Coercive citation to increase impact 
factor

Restricting re-use and distribution of 
knowledge (prevents text mining)

Falsifying publication times (revise and 
resubmit)

Stealing content (re-sell images)

Fake journals (e.g. Chaos, Solitons & 
Fractals, Australasian Journal of Bone & 
Joint Medicine,...)

Paying authors to write enthusiastic 
reviews of their own books on 
Amazon



THE CASE AGAINST THE BOYCOTT

It’s not worth my time worrying about it (apathy)

They’re all just as bad

Elsevier saves small math journals when it buys publishers

Unfair to colleagues who are editors and submit articles

Harms junior colleagues who must publish in high-ranked 
Elsevier journals for tenure and promotion



THE BASIC PROBLEM

Interests of publishers and academics not aligned 

Publishers make money by controlling access to 
knowledge they have not created and have obtained 
for free (break into components “monetized” separately)

Academics (and funding agencies) want knowledge 
they have created (or funded) freely accessible 



The goal of the boycott is not to make Elsevier change, 
but to encourage scientists to publish in ways that help, 

rather than harm, science and scientists



WHY A CRISIS NOW?

Publishers taking advantage 
of technology to restrict 
access, re-sell content and 
control use

Costs unsustainable for 
libraries

Publishers now provide little 
(essential) value added

Cheaper alternatives now 
available (e.g. free journal 
management systems like 
Annotum, PKP)



WHY DOES OPEN ACCESS MATTER?

Per article access is prohibitive: $30-$50 

Not all universities subscribe to all journals

Cannot substitute accessible article for inaccessible one!

General public, civil servants and journalists needs to 
evaluate scientific literature directly (e.g. medicine, public 
health, ecology, climate change, transportation, urban planning, ...)

(Small) businesses need access to latest research



Paywalls severely limit 
the impact of scientific research



WHAT IS OPEN ACCESS?

O P E N
A C C E S S

C L O S E D
A C C E S S

AccessReader Rights Reuse Rights Copyrights Author Posting Rights Machine ReadabilityAutomatic Posting 

“HowOpenIsIt? Open Access Spectrum”, © 2012 SPARC and PLOS, Licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 3.0

Article full text, metadata, citations, 
& data, including supplementary 
data, may be crawled or accessed
through a community standard  

API or protocol

Article full text  
& metadata not available in
machine-readable format

Article full text, metadata, &  
citations may be crawled or  

accessed without special  
permission or registration

Journals make copies  
of articles automatically available  
in trusted third-party repositories 

(e.g., PubMed Central) 
within 6 months

No automatic posting in
third-party repositories

Author may post final version  
of the peer-reviewed manuscript

(“postprint”) to any repository  
or website

Author may not deposit
any versions to repositories  

or websites

Author holds copyright,
with some restrictions  

on author reuse of  
published version

Publisher holds copyright,  
with no author reuse of published 

version beyond fair use

Reuse, remixing, &
further building upon the work  

subject to certain restrictions  
& conditions (e.g., CC BY-NC  

& CC BY-SA licenses)

No reuse rights beyond fair use/ 
limitations & exceptions to copyright  
(all rights reserved copyright) to read

Journals make copies of  
articles automatically available in 

trusted third-party repositories 
(e.g., PubMed Central) within  

12 months

Author may post final  
version of the peer-reviewed  
manuscript (“postprint”) to  

certain repositories  
or websites

Author may post  
submitted version/draft of final  

work (“preprint”) to certain  
repositories or websites

Article full text,
metadata, & citations may  

be crawled or accessed  
with permission

Publisher holds copyright,  
with some allowances for author 

reuse of published version 

Publisher holds copyright,  
with some allowances for  

author and reader reuse of  
published version 

Reuse (no remixing or
further building upon the
work) subject to certain

restrictions and conditions  
(e.g., CC BY-ND license)

Free readership rights
to all articles after an embargo  

of no more than 6 months

Subscription,  membership,
pay-per-view, or other fees  
required to read all articles

Free readership rights
to all articles after an embargo  

greater than 6 months

Free and immediate
readership rights to some,  

but not all, articles
(including “hybrid” models)

Author holds
copyright with
no restrictions

Generous reuse &  
remixing rights  

(e.g., CC BY license)

Free readership rights  
to all articles immediately  

upon publication

Author may post  
any version to any 

repository or website

Journals make copies of articles  
automatically available in trusted

third-party repositories (e.g.,  
PubMed Central) immediately 

upon publication

Article full text, metadata, citations, & 
data, including supplementary data,

provided in community machine-
readable standard formats through a 
community standard API or protocol





AUTHOR ADDENDUM

Compromise with usual 
“surrender all rights” agreement

Author retains important 
parts of copyright

Insist publishers sign, or 
explain why they can’t

 

Neither Creative Commons nor Science Commons are parties to this agreement or provide legal advice. Please visit www.sciencecommons.org for more information and 

specific disclaimers. 

SPARC (the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition) and the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) are not parties to this 
Addendum or to the Publication Agreement. SPARC and ARL make no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Article. SPARC and ARL 

will not be liable to Author or Publisher on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special, 
incidental or consequential damages arising in connection with this Addendum or the Publication Agreement. 
 

SPARC and ARL make no warranties regarding the information provided in this Addendum and disclaims liability for damages resulting from 
the use of this Addendum. This Addendum is provided on an “as-is” basis. No legal services are provided or intended to be provided in 
connection with this Addendum. 

 

  
Access-Reuse 1.0 

www.sciencecommons.org 
 

SPARC Author Addendum 3.0 

www.arl.org/sparc/  
 

ADDENDUM TO PUBLICATION AGREEMENT 

1. THIS ADDENDUM hereby modifies and supplements the attached Publication Agreement concerning the following 
Article: 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
(manuscript title) 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
(journal name) 

 
2.  The parties to the Publication Agreement as modified and supplemented by this Addendum are: 

 
____________________________________(corresponding author)      

____________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________ 
(Individually or, if one than more author, collectively, Author) 

_______________________________________ 
(Publisher) 

 
3. This Addendum and the Publication Agreement, taken together, allocate all rights under copyright with respect to all 
versions of the Article.  The parties agree that wherever there is any conflict between this Addendum and the Publication 
Agreement, the provisions of this Addendum are paramount and the Publication Agreement shall be construed accordingly.  
  

4. Author’s Retention of Rights.  Notwithstanding any terms in the Publication Agreement to the contrary, AUTHOR and 
PUBLISHER agree that in addition to any rights under copyright retained by Author in the Publication Agreement, Author 
retains: (i) the rights to reproduce, to distribute, to publicly perform, and to publicly display the Article in any medium for non-
commercial purposes; (ii) the right to prepare derivative works from the Article; and (iii) the right to authorize others to make 
any non-commercial use of the Article so long as Author receives credit as author and the journal in which the Article has been 
published is cited as the source of first publication of the Article.  For example, Author may make and distribute copies in the 
course of teaching and research and may post the Article on personal or institutional Web sites and in other open-access digital 
repositories. 
 
5. Publisher's Additional Commitments. Publisher agrees to provide to Author within 14 days of first publication and at no 
charge an electronic copy of the published Article in a format, such as the Portable Document Format (.pdf), that preserves final 
page layout, formatting, and content. No technical restriction, such as security settings, will be imposed to prevent copying or 
printing of the document. 
 
6. Acknowledgment of Prior License Grants.  In addition, where applicable and without limiting the retention of rights 
above, Publisher acknowledges that Author’s assignment of copyright or Author’s grant of exclusive rights in the Publication 
Agreement is subject to Author’s prior grant of a non-exclusive copyright license to Author’s employing institution and/or to a 
funding entity that financially supported the research reflected in the Article as part of an agreement between Author or Author’s 
employing institution and such funding entity, such as an agency of the United States government. 

 
7. For record keeping purposes, Author requests that Publisher sign a copy of this Addendum and return it to Author.  
However, if Publisher publishes the Article in the journal or in any other form without signing a copy of this Addendum, such 
publication manifests Publisher’s assent to the terms of this Addendum. 

 

AUTHOR PUBLISHER 
___________________________________________ ____________________________________ 
(corresponding author on behalf of all authors) 

 
_______________________________________(Date)  ___________________________________(Date) 

Neither Creative Commons nor Science Commons are parties to this agreement or provide legal advice. Please visit www.sciencecommons.org foff r more infoff rmation and

specififf c disclaimers.

SPARC (the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition) and the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) are not parties to this
Addendum or to the Publication Agreement. SPARC and ARL make no warranty whatsoever in connection with the Article. SPARC and ARL

will not be liable to Author or Publisher on any legal theory for any damages whatsoever, including without limitation any general, special,
incidental or consequential damages arising in connection with this Addendum or the Publication Agreement.

SPARC and ARL make no warranties regarding the information provided in this Addendum and disclaims liability for damages resulting from
the use of this Addendum. This Addendum is provided on an “as-is” basis. No legal services are provided or intended to be provided in
connection with this Addendum.
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WHAT’S NEXT?

New economic models to fund evaluation, distribution, 
and archiving of scientific knowledge under open access

New forms of academic communication 



WHO PAYS?

Current model subscription (usually bundled) paid 
by libraries, often combined with page charges paid 
by authors. (Elsevier, Springer and Wiley published 42% 
of all scientific articles in 2002)

Open Access green (subscription based, no charge 
to author, freely available after embargo), gold (no 
subscription, author pays costs, freely available 
immediately), diamond (non-profit, minimal cost shared 
by institutions, freely available immediately)

Some “Diamond” journals



ACADEMIC PUBLISHING IN FLUX

Publishers trying to impose 
“gold” model for Open Access 

Currently ranges from $120 
(scholarly society) to $3000 
(Elsevier) per article 

PeerJ has lifetime deal of one 
paper per year for $99!

Publishers now recruiting authors 
(predatory/vanity publishers)



ALTERNATIVES TO AUTHOR-PAYS

Archive subject-based repositories funded by 
subscription, run as non-profits by scholarly societies 
(e.g. arXiv, PubMed Central)

Peer-review direct commercial support, indirect 
institutional support, direct government support

Differential pricing based on use

Change tenure and promotion to favour quality over 
quantity (current system encourages unlimited production)



WHY DO WE PUBLISH IN 
JOURNALS?

Communicate research results and ideas? NO!

Archive research results and ideas? NO!

Highlight really important ideas? NO!

Quality control? YES (somewhat)

Tenure, promotion and funding decisions? YES, YES 
and YES!



“Do we really want the editorial boards of Nature and 
Science to determine billions of dollars of research funding 
and tenure and promotion decisions for the entire world?” 

- Geoffrey Bodenhausen, Chemist, ENS/EPFL



FIRST STEPS 

Electronic only

Multimedia

Continuous publication

ArXiv overlay journals 
(Episciences)

Multiple subjects with separate 
editorial boards

Multiple, hierarchical quality 
labels (given by different editorial 
boards)



RISE OF OPEN ACCESS PUBLISHING

Laasko & Björk, BMC Medicine 2012, 12:124



MORE RADICAL CHANGES

Open and continuous peer-review; revisions submitted in 
response to reviews

Reviews submitted after publication (no reason not to publish all 
papers)

Anyone can submit a review, anyone can read reviews

Important papers accumulate reviews over time

Uninteresting papers do not go through expensive peer-review



EVEN MORE RADICAL

Open science: science done collaboratively online

Process of discovery is visible

Problem: how to share “credit” for ideas

(Why) does it matter?



THE STAKES ARE HIGH

Open access threatens established interests

US federal government charged Swartz for 
downloading millions of files from JSTOR 

Swartz faced 35 years prison despite JSTOR
opposing prosecution!

JSTOR’s goal is “to foster widespread access to the 
world’s body of scholarly knowledge”

Swartz drafted RSS, co-founded Reddit, launched 
campaign against SOPA/PIPA and was an architect 
of CC-BY

Aaron Swartz (November 8, 1986 – January 11, 2013)
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CONCLUSIONS    

Current system unsustainable, harms academics

Funding agencies forcing shift to Open Access

Publishing becomes service not product industry

Economic model for academic publishing in flux

New technologies enable academic communication 
not tied to traditional journal model


